TERM 2 SHORT (8-WEEK) COURSES:

(Courses run subject to demand)

CHINESE FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION AND CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING - BEGINNER (LFA00077L)

- Thu 2.00 pm – 4.00 pm - SLB/007 Spring Lane Building (DL)

CHINESE CONVERSATION AND CULTURE - POST-BEGINNER (LFA00051L)

- Fri 1.00 pm – 2.30 pm - W/304 Wentworth College (DL)

FRENCH CONVERSATION & CULTURE - INTERMEDIATE (LFA00052L)

- Wed 2.00 pm - 3.30 pm in J/Q/004 James College Q Block (SD)

FRENCH@LUNCHTIME - BEGINNER (LFA00042L)

- Wed 1.00 pm - 2.00 pm in J/Q004 James College Q Block (SD)

GERMAN CONVERSATION & CULTURE - INTERMEDIATE (LFA00065L)

- Thu 6.00 pm -7.30 pm SLB/006 Spring Lane Building (MS)

ITALIAN FOR MUSICIANS- BEGINNER/NEAR BEGINNER (LFA00078L)

- Thu 2.00 pm - 4.00 pm - I/D/008 Weeks 2, 4-8 & 10 & in I/D/002 Weeks 3 & 9 Sally Baldwin Building Block D (LA)

ITALIAN CONVERSATION & CULTURE - INTERMEDIATE (LFA00053L)

- Fri 12.00 pm - 1.30 pm - J/P/005 James College P Block (PB)

ITALIAN CONVERSATION & CULTURE - ADVANCED (LFA00038L)

- Fri 10.30 am – 12.00 am in SLB/101 Spring Lane Building (PB)

PORTUGUESE@LUNCHTIME - POST-BEGINNER (LFA00081L)

- Tue 1.00 pm - 2.00 pm - J/Q/005 James College Q Block (CX)

SPANISH@LUNCHTIME - BEGINNER (LFA00041L)

- (Group 2) Thu 1.00 pm - 2.00 pm - SLB/002 Spring Lane Building (CAM)
- (Group 3) Thu 1.00 pm - 2.00 pm - SLB/211 Spring Lane Building (MCV)

SPANISH THROUGH THE USE OF DRAMA TECHNIQUES - POST-BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (LFA00080L)

- Thu 4.00 pm - 6.00 pm in V/C/026 Vanbrugh College C Block (AI)